
L40/H50/BC370H UPGRADES
ELLIOTT L40/H50/BC370H TURBOCHARGERS

Certain applications for L40/H50/BC370H turbochargers have the 
option of using compressor and turbine geometry new to these 
models that provide superior performance levels.

These turbochargers have a tachometer option for tracking the 
rotational speed of the turbocharger. The tachometer is installed 
in front of the compressor inlet through the use of a single metal 
strut.  The compressor inlet is machined to contain the strut to 
ensure no change is needed to existing connections.

Compressor Stage Upgrade
Benefits
› Higher efficiency levels

› Increased operating ranges

› Increased exhaust waste gate margin for similar operating points

› Improved engine fuel rates for similar operating points

› Can be used in engine emissions reduction projects that require
higher levels of performance

Upgrade summary
› New modern impeller design

› New optimized diffuser design

Interchangeability
The new designs are strictly internal to the turbocharger providing 
the same footprint for connection as the old designs. No additional 
piping modifications are required.
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Turbine Stage Upgrade
Benefits
› Higher efficiency levels

› Increased operating ranges

› Improved turbine matching to the application to maximize
performance

› New turbine broach angles for optimal flow angles for increased
performance

› Increased exhaust waste gate margin for similar operating points

› Improved engine fuel rates for similar operating points

› Allows for engine emission reduction due to higher efficiency

Upgrade summary
› New turbine blade designs

› Increased turbine disk broach angles for more optimal flow angles

› Improved turbine matching to specific applications

Interchangeability
The new designs are strictly internal to the turbocharger providing 
the same footprint for connection as the old designs.  No additional 
piping modifications are required.

Tachometer Installation
Benefits
› Aids in turbocharger/engine performance diagnostics

› Allows over speed detection to help prevent damage during
potentially catastrophic events

› Aids in turbocharger vibration diagnostics

Features
› 2 pulses per revolution for rotation speed measurement

› External mounting allows easy access for adjustment and
replacement.

› Instrumentation is fully enclosed to handle tough environments
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